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Fox auto transport reviews

1 Massachusetts to California 5 Moves $1191 Experience Moving car Anant Singhal Posted this review on Fox Auto Transport Review made Live: 6/13/2020 3:16:00 We moved our car from VA to LA. Apparently all these companies are brokers. They charge their fee and the driver fee is separate. In our case we were offered $725 initially. We were told it
could be low or high. If high we will be told how high will it go. There were 2 weeks before the actual delivery window when the order was placed. When they called us, they said they don't get any driver charging less than $800, making the total $1000. When asked why they said we don't have time left. We had given 2 weeks for them to look for a driver when
they actually started looking for a driver the week of delivery. The driver was good and the car was delivered safely, but the price experience was not very satisfactory. It looks like they can quote a low ball number and then end up paying a higher price. Since we didn't have time left, we had to accept the price. If they wanted to do a good job they could have
started to see the day the order was placed instead of waiting a week and we end up paying the extra $300. I think that's the way this business runs, legally, but the practice is not transparent. When moving every dollar counter moving company should help the customer not rather put us in one place. ► Latest Reviews Advanced Search and Tools
Experience moving the car Fox Auto Transport Review by anant singhal on 6/13/2020 3:16 PM ON Fox Auto Transport We moved our car from VA to LA. Apparently all these companies are brokers. They charge their fee and the driver fee is separate. In our case we were offered $725 initially. We were told that it could be l [More] Email Address Total Rating:
5 Email Address Fox Auto Transport, strive to provide the very best in customer service to our discerning customer base. Whether you are a corporate customer, or an individual, we guarantee to give you the best of on-time delivery, polite customer service, and attention to detail. We constantly strive to meet and exceed the needs of our customers. Fox Auto
Transport is committed to making car transport as easy and reliable as possible for our customers. Overall rating: 4 Would you like to share your experience with Fox Auto Transport? Continue by clicking on this link Fox Auto Transport has a total of 6 reviews and total rating of 4 out of 5 till date. If you are a customer of this company and want to share your
experience click here to write a review. Writing a review about your experience with Fox Auto Transport will help future customers make the right choice in using this company. Latest Transport Quotes title from submitting TransporT car WI AZ view 1959 Alfa Juliette spider WI view 1980 924 NJ til NJ CO view mdx CA TX view Deanna CO CA view view NC
CA view Sling Shot MO GA view Recent Transport Quotes Title From Submit TransporT car WI AZ view 1959 Alfa Juliette spider WI FL view 1980 924 NJ to NJ CO view mdx CA TX view Deanna CO CA view E55 NC VIEW Sling Shot MO view Additional auto transport, car transport description will be added soon ?c=464; Subject: Review : I have submitted
a request for a car holder on the Internet. Fox was one of 20 to respond. They made an offer and explained the process in detail. The process took place exactly as described. The trucking company MikieMike Trailers and Transport was on time to deliver the car undamaged to its destination undamaged. They accepted (more) Posted by: Dirk Date : 04/28/16
Rating : Thumbs Up/Down: Subject: Review: Very straightforward, no BS type of person. He lived up to his end. The company he used was not one for communication, but delivering the car all in one piece without damage. Better Business Bureau rate Fox A. Try to find another agent with an A-rating. The best I could find was a B-. Need not (more) Posted
by: Ronald Boone Date: 03/06/14 Rating: Thumbs Up/Down: Subject: Review: I was glad to know about Fox Auto transportation, and they set up shipping my vehicle with relative ease. My car was transported for 4 days. Surprising factor is that they kept informing me once for 4 hours about my vehicle. Really good customer service! This kind of service really
can't be seen with other shipments. (more) Posted by: Renee Date: 07/02/10 Rating: Thumbs Up/Down: Subject: Review: I was very impressed. I spent a lot of time researching different companies, checking their BBB ratings. Chris Gilligan on Fox was huge. Every time I contacted him with a question, he answered correctly away. He planned a transport for
us within hours of the publication of our contract, and the cost never changed from what was quoted. No problems at all! (more) Posted by: Craig Ferguson Date: 04/21/10 Rating: Thumbs Up/Down: Subject: Review: I only have good things to say about Fox as they were available for everything I asked. Unfortunately, the carrier, CTC Auto Senders were not
so good. I shipped a lot of cars and Fox was by far the most worried shipping broker that I have ever used. I wouldn't waver to use them again. (more) Posted by: Danny Glover Date: 04/20/10 Rating: Thumbs Up/Down: Subject: Review: I was very scared. I spent a lot of time researching different companies, checking their BBB ratings. Chris Gilligan at Fox
was excellent. consistently I contacted him with a question, he answered immediately. He planned a transport for us within hours of the publication of our contract, and the cost never changed from what was quoted. No injuries whatsoever! (more) Posted by: nirmal 11/03/09 Rating: Thumbs Up/Down: Increase Your And ratings in TransportRankings &lt;a
title='Listed On Transportrankings' href=' &gt;&lt;img src=' border='0'&gt;&lt;/a&gt; Place a code in your Fox Auto Transport website Select text &lt;a title='Ranked On Transportrankings' href=' &gt;&lt;img src=' border='0'&gt;&lt;/a&gt; Place a code in your Fox Auto Transport website Select text &lt;a title='Review Your transport Company' href=' &gt;&lt;img
src=' rating.php?rate=0' border='0'&gt;&lt;/a&gt; Place a code in your Fox Auto Transport website Select Text &lt;a title='Review Your transport Company' href=' &gt;&lt;img src=' alt='Transport Rankings.com - Rankings of Auto Transport Companies.' width='120' height='60'&gt;&lt;/a&gt; Place a code in your Fox Auto Transport website Select Text Created :
Jul 16, 2020 ► Latest reviews Advanced Search and Tools Discover moving the car Fox Auto Transport Review by anant singhal on 6/13/2020 3:16 pm on Fox Auto Transport We moved our car from VA to LA. Apparently all these companies are brokers. They charge their fee and the driver fee is separate. In our case we were offered $725 initially. We were
told it could be l [More] Great job! Fox Auto Transportation Review of sandy l on 5/8/2020 3:59 on Fox Auto Transport After naively submitting a random online request for an offer to transport a vehicle from Michigan to Texas, I was immediately overwhelmed with hundreds of phone calls, texts and emails from all over t [More] pulled my saleen mustang from
houston tx Fox Auto Transport Review by David at 10/26/2019 4:43 PM on Fox Auto Transport I called fox and dealt with paul . Great guy found me a haulier to move my saleen in time. Car arrived in the form I bought it. I would recommend fox and will use them in future transport [More] Good Service Fox Auto Transport Review by Theresa Patton on
7/20/2019 10:12 PM on Fox Auto Transport After reviewing some of the other carriers, I decided to go with Patrick. he assured me that when he found someone to take up the offer, things would go smoothly, it was easy to get in touch with him [More] Amazing Company Fox Auto Transportation Review by Bruce D Kennedy on 3/7/2019 3:40 on Fox Auto
Transport Fantastic Experience. I would definitely recommend this company. Fast, friendly and efficient. They took care of my transport as if it were their own. Great value. ← Is this report about you listed on other sites? These sites steal ripoff report content. We can them removed for you! Read more here. If your company is willing to commit to Click here
now.. Have you asked for an offer online?  Did you get emails, texts and calls from Fox Auto Transport?  Have they told you that they have a truck for you all set up?   How did it happen?  Did they happen to have a truck waiting for your call?  No!   They responded to you quoting the request in a very fraudulent way.  They put your vehicle on the national
dispatch board at a high price (so they could quickly call you and say they have a truck).  What an impostor. They don't take care of you.  They only take care of themselves. I suppose a broker is to find the best possible price for you.  This lazy a*s broker will send the first truck that accepts their high bid.  DON'T FALL FOR IT.   Do you know what SEO is?  
Search engine optimization!   You pay money and you get fake positive reviews wherever you need them.   More scams!  This company is just the poster boy for lazy young Americans who never always cut corners and look for the easy way out of any situation.    Drop them.  Never trust them.  Move on.  You'll be glad you did. Did.
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